CAMPUS DAY PROGRAMS OUT

A Big List of Attractions Made Out. Good Weather Only Necessary to Success

The date of Campus Day has been fixed for Friday, May 31, and an elaborate program is being arranged by the faculty committee. It will be the most
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W. S. C. INLAND EMPIRE CHAMPIONS IN TRACK FOR SEASON

Field Is a Sea of Mud and Records Made Were Lost—Three Tie In Pole Vault Final Score 82 to 58.

The Washington State college defeated the University of Idaho by a score of 82 to 58 and won the undisputed championship of Washington State on Saturday in a meet pulled out in a driving rain. Idaho's records were made over, and records equalled.

W. S. C. has defeated the University of Washington, Whitman college and the University of Idaho. The meet was won the northwest conference meet in Portland in June. Despite the fact that Pull

Queen—Billy was the winner of six points against Washington, was out W. S. C. defeated Idaho with

Thoroughly unexpected and complete victory, Idaho had practically been counted the dashes, but Cooke of W. S. C. took first in both the 100 and 220-yard dashes. Phillips of Idaho was the star individual point winner, with 12 points, to 11 for Loux of Idaho and 10 for Cooke of W. S. C.

Getting to bad weather conditions the afternoon was light. A cold rain began shortly after the first event and continued until intermission, increasing in fury until the meet was cloaked in a heavy downtown, which made the track and field a sea of squalor.

This interfered greatly with the high and broad jumps and the pole vault. Three W. S. C. men took first places

for first place in the pole vault at

The field was so muddy that it was difficult to throw the hammer and put the shot.

THE SUMMARY


"BILLY" GIVES A LAUGH

Lots of Fun For Those Attending Show Friday Night. Paul" Billy," the farce comedy presented by the Sophomore class, Friday, May 31, at Regan's Hall, was quite in the spirit of "Billy," as a vehicle for the art of acting. "Billy," the farce comedy presented by the Sophomore class, Friday, May 31, at Regan's Hall, was quite in the spirit of "Billy," as a vehicle for the art of acting. "Billy," the farce comedy presented by the Sophomore class, Friday, May 31, at Regan's Hall, was quite in the spirit of "Billy," as a vehicle for the art of acting.

The advance on the whole, a very successful and enjoyable play. The movement of the plots was very well.

From the rise of the curtain to the final runon the latest scene there were few minutes without some laughter. The laughs were not too few, in fact, to afford breathing time to the audience. It is open to question, whether as genuine and hearty mirth cannot

May and Buckman started the day off, but the people who should receive high praise. They were equal to the occasion, leaving no situation weakness presented, no point obsolete. Mr. Buckman as the ill-fated hero gave a fine portrayal in a very difficult role and achieved a real triumph in his consistent leading in several scenes. A tendency to keep his excited embarrassment too tense and to overdo the details of acting at times were probably the only flaws in his work. Four ladies acted effectively

their widely different parts: Miss Fox, the devoted but rather practical and unromantic sister; Miss Tomson, the emotional, a bit too girlish, and Miss "Bilby" and Miss Vance, the ultra-nervous mother solicitions about her daughter's future; Miss Bingley, the peregrine, but always helpful, sometimes stewardess.

Mr. Woolridge is to be commended for acting the schlemiel facetiously but without undue exaggeration, a fault to which many actors are prone. Misses Robinson and Scott as old bards, brought down the house by their equanimity on the last line. All the members of the cast, in short, were good, adequate, by performing their roles and setting, to a large extent, the modality of the play.

The next was Paul. "Billy," the farce comedy presented by the Sophomore class, Friday, May 31, at Regan's Hall, was quite in the spirit of "Billy," as a vehicle for the art of acting. "Billy," the farce comedy presented by the Sophomore class, Friday, May 31, at Regan's Hall, was quite in the spirit of "Billy," as a vehicle for the art of acting. "Billy," the farce comedy presented by the Sophomore class, Friday, May 31, at Regan's Hall, was quite in the spirit of "Billy," as a vehicle for the art of acting.

The next was Paul. "Billy," the farce comedy presented by the Sophomore class, Friday, May 31, at Regan's Hall, was quite in the spirit of "Billy," as a vehicle for the art of acting. "Billy," the farce comedy presented by the Sophomore class, Friday, May 31, at Regan's Hall, was quite in the spirit of "Billy," as a vehicle for the art of acting. "Billy," the farce comedy presented by the Sophomore class, Friday, May 31, at Regan's Hall, was quite in the spirit of "Billy," as a vehicle for the art of acting.
The University of Idaho

The Elimination of the Star-Mirror.

In its issue of May 3rd, the Star-Mirror, a Moscow newspaper, condemned the move by a small group of students seeking to establish a new student newspaper at the University of Idaho. The editor of the Star-Mirror, in an editorial titled "Storv at Yale," expressed his views on the move.

The editor argued that the move was unnecessary and detrimental to the University's community. He suggested that the students at Yale should have been more focused on their studies rather than creating a new newspaper.

In conclusion, the editor emphasized the importance of maintaining a cohesive community and discouraged the students from pursuing such actions.

The editor's views were widely debated among the university community, with some students supporting the move and others opposing it.

The elimination of the Star-Mirror marked a turning point in the university's newspaper landscape, as it signaled a shift towards a more centralized and controlled media environment.
“Whether we like it or not such conditions are history at Idaho in a manner more largely than many of us outside the university suspect; also whether we like it or not, the University owes its first debt to the state which supports it, a debt which must be paid in the discipline and training of its youth as a preparation for better citizenship. The undergraduate is entitled only to that liberty which is consistent with the discipline and preparation for the best citizenship; the state is entitled to a training which will bring out the best, not the negative qualities of its youth. Is such condition exist at Idaho?

Emphatically they do. The Star-Mirror knows of at least three Idaho students who have left the University of Idaho because of social distinctions raised by the society question and it wasn’t because those students lacked brains, either. It also knows one Mormon family, at least, which is sending its children away from Moscow to be educated because that family by observation and experience has learned that the moral prices at the University of Idaho interfere with the best work.”

It is this paragraph that contains the statements which we are not concerned. The Star-Mirror asserts that Mr. Johnson’s charges against the Greek-letter societies, the inherent defects of which have suggested to us, are true to the situation at Idaho. “Do such conditions exist at Idaho?” asks the editorial writer. Emphatically they do! Is his own prompt and positive answer.

May we also be permitted to ask the gentleman a question or two? When and where have the Greek-letter societies at Idaho committed the slight infection of learning at Idaho? Do not their members have to submit to the same regulations regarding courses of study and standards of scholarship as the non-fraternity students? When and how have the Greek-letter societies at Idaho acted detrimentally in the discipline and training of the youth who come to the University “as a preparation for better citizenship?” Does the Star-Mirror offer any proof upon these points? The humiliation of its paragraphs failed to disclose any. The only statements that masquerade as proof of these charges are the allegations that “at least three Idaho students have left the University of Idaho because of social distinctions raised by the society question;” and the “members of the family, at least, is sending its
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children away from Moscow to be educated because that family has learned that the school problem at the University of Idaho interferes with the best work. " These are the allegations that are the sole cause of protest by the Star-Mirror editor in support of his contention that the strictures of Mr. Johnson upon Greek letter societies in general apply to the society to which he belongs. There is a nonsequitur here so surprising that professors are driven to surmise that behind this muddling thinking there is an essential reason for this attack which we have not discovered.

But, finally, let us consider the charges that students leave the University because of the existence here of Greek letter societies. To what other institution of higher learning having no similar social organization did those three students go to? Not to any state university in existence. Nor did they go to any private college or vocational school. There is none. What became of these students? There was even less need for the children of the Moscow family to leave our University in order to escape the blighting influence of the Greek letter societies. Is it not likely that the children would have lived at home with their parents? What need was there for them to have stepped across the threshold of a fraternity or sorority house? Could they not have gone to all the general university and class social affairs? Is it not unlikely that they would have been disturbed in their studies by the pestering members of the societies? Let us think a little before putting pen to paper. Every course of study in our University is decided upon by the regents and faculty without reference to the existence of any societies. The standard of scholarship is decided upon with a similar ignoring of such societies. When a student enters upon a course of study here, he is compelled to meet the requirements of that course without any consideration whatsoever of his membership in any such society. Students have always associated themselves in social groups. They always will associate themselves. They do associate themselves here and in every college worthy of the name. But such associations are subject to the regulation of the faculty.

University Faculty to Orotina.

Monday Professor Collins and Miss May Hart left for Idaho where they gave a course in the occasion of the commencement exercises in that city. They were assisted by Miss Chamberlin of the Lewiston Normal School. Tuesday evening Professor Col- lens will play before the senior class of the Lewiston high school in that city.

W. S. C. INLAND EMPIRE CHAMPIONS
(Continued from page 1)

looked around to see where he was, but the man was on the other side, and they made a dead beat out of it.

The crowd was poor, the weather miserable, and the truck and grounds, rotten.

Dpenning scored more points than the deputees exposed, in the broad jump, the javelin and the shot.

Dpenning did not enter the meet at all, immediately after he was taken to the hospital where he remained for a week. He has run his last race for Idaho on account of the four year rule. Dpenning is Captain of this year's team and a junior in college.

The team that will represent Idaho in the conference meet at Portland on June 1st will leave Thursday for the scene of activities.

The following men will probably make the trip: Scott, Harris, Hunter, Redeker, Phillips, Gas Larson and Captain Van Veen.

Burrack Jenkins is in receipt of a 1912 Annual of the United States 
Military Academy at West Point - the gift of Mr. He has received his appointment but summer from Senator Hey, horn through the instrumentality of Burrack Jenkins. The album is a fine publication well representative of the high class of annuals sent out by the Military Academy.

J. D. Davis, '13, has been chosen to represent the Junior class.

"Prof. Halme Lectures in Geneseo.

In speaking of Professor Halme's talk to the graduating class at Geneseo, the News, of that town, says:

"The address of Prof. Halme on 'The College, the Individual and the State,' was a masterly one and was given undivided attention by the hall-full of people. It contained a godly supply of thoughtful advice to these young men going forth in the world and especially dwell on the advantages of college training. The speaker made many friends both for himself and for the University which he represents.

"BILLY" GIVES THE LAUGH.
(Continued from page 1)

Hargraves, Ralph Parsons; Ship's Doctor, Joe Swall: "Billy" Harris, flowers, Stephen Bogran; Alice Har- graves, Jeanette Fox; Mrs. Halme school; Susan Sinclair; Anicen- er, Roy Tuttle; Captain, Chas. Bingenberg.

Sale on data at The Hub.

Chas. A. Stewart, Professor of Geology, Discusses the Silver Bell Mining District, Ariz.

In the number of the Bulletin of the American Institute of Mining Engineers, the place of honor in Section 2, that part of the paper devoted to "Papers and Discussions" is held by Professor Chas. A. Stewart's "The Geology and Ore Deposits of the Silver Bell Mining District, Arizona." Fifty pages of the available one hundred and two are devoted to this discussion. In his introduction and general statement, Professor Stewart in part says:

"The chief points of interest in the district are the peculiar relationships existing between the alluvial-porphyry and the granite; the occurrence of the quartz dikes in the alluvial vein masses, which suggest formation by some other process than replacement; chemical evidence, confirming the view that quartz-metamorphic garnets are not usually the result of crystallization; and the establishment of a radium deposit in the formation of the contact area.

"The interpretation of some of the facts found in collecting the disseminated deposits."
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MISSOURI LUNCH ROOM
BASEBALL Dope

Bad weather caused the postponement of three games scheduled in the interclass league last week. Yesterday afternoon the freshmen played the Freshmen, giving the lower classes a good run, the final score being 15 to 10. The game was something of a slugging match, errors added a considerable number of scores.

In the final inning the Freshmen got the ball out back of second base and allowed an extra run to cross the plate. For the remainder of the game the outfielders carried an extra ball in their pockets, for fear the emergency would again arise.

The seniors played about the best ball they have delivered this year. Albert behind the bat is an improvement and its. he got to look like the faculty for the celler when the two teams met next Tuesday. Mason, for the Seniors, took a difficult chance in left field yesterday afternoon.

Secure Card.

SENIORS. A.B.R.H.S.E.B.O.P.A.E.

Beijer, 2b 5 10 1 14
Hume, Sr. 5 5 1 1
Beizer, lb 5 1 1 1 1
Allen, c 5 2 3 2 6 0
Anderson, of 3 1 1 1 0
Mason, 3b 4 1 0 0 2 0
Lerif, of 4 2 2 0 0 0
McCann, ps 4 1 0 0 3 2
Jordan, 3b 4 0 2 0 2 1
Total 35 10 12 5 21 13

FRESHMEN. A.B.R.H.S.E.B.O.P.A.E.

McEvans, 2b 5 2 2 1 6 0
Harff, sb 5 1 2 2 1 0
Anderson, of 5 2 2 1 4 1
Learf, of 2 2 0 0 0 0
Humphreys, of 4 3 1 0 0 0
Kinnison, if 4 0 1 1 2 0
Beizer, 3b 4 2 3 0 1 2 0
Lattig, c 4 1 1 1 1 0
Gerloch, ps 3 1 1 0 2 0
Total 37 15 14 10 21 13

Summary — Earned runs, Seniors 5, Freshmen 6; two base hits, Albert, Anderson, McCann 2, Jordan, Anderson 5, Beizer; three base hits, Albert, first base ball, off Gerloch, 1; Ty McGinnis; no at bats, Seniors 7, Freshmen 7; double plays, Lattig in center, wild pitch, McCann 1; past balls, Anderson 1, Albert 5.

It looks like the Sophomores in the inter-class league and Kappa Sigma in the inter-frat. The Sophomores play their best game this afternoon, and it is conceded that they will win. In the inter-frat league Kappa Sigma has played its two hardest games. The Freshmen team has been coming strong and there are many who think if Hofrichter’s crew could have another chance at the Sophomores, they would grab the flag. However, yesterday afternoon, the game the boys of the green caps are so certain.

There is but one more game scheduled in the inter-class league, that between the Seniors and Faculty next Tuesday. In the Freshman league, however, only half of the games have been played and we will have daily baseball until the exam, it all the games are played.

The batting averages and fielding averages will probably be cut in another week. Some phenomenal records have been made while others have had exceptionally hard luck. But the averages ought to give an approximate value of each man’s work.

If we had co-eds for umpires and the Freshmen couldn’t, Beizer, would the Seniors put up Bond? Then who would the Gerlofgh? Is Don nell pitching as good as he was when he Burns Gas on the write?

The following lineup is suggested for a Junior team composed of our best tail playing sons. The team looks good and we will back it with a banana special or a ticket, too, if You Like It, against any team of "Perkins" or any other tribe which wishes to take the field. Catcher, Robinson; pitcher, Wilson; shortstop, B. Kinnison; first base, Larson; second base, Old Man Dipple’s son; third base, A. Kinnison; left field, Mason, center field, Anderson; right field, Pavilion.

An Idaho Deputa.

ABOUT THE CAMPUS.

John McEvans has been selected by the freshmen to give verbal expression to their sentiments on Campus Day.

The Victor Prize debaters elected officers for the coming term tomorrow night. No need to ask all to be there.

Judge Dunbar of Boise, the Judge Lindsey of Idaho, has been secured by Professor Blount to deliver addresses at the summer school on the "Boy Problem." Judge Dunbar is thoroughly versed in regard to this subject and knows Idaho conditions thoroughly.

Miss Mary Lowenberger will fill the position of class orator for the Sophomores Campus Day.

R. D. Bistline, ‘13, editor-elect of the Argonaut, leaves this evening for the Argonaut in Foresello, where he has been called by a telegram.

O. A. Paris, H. C. Gray and Clyde Cornwall, members of the Phi Delta Theta chapter at Idaho, will leave for Oregon to assist in the installation of a chapter of Phi Delta Theta at Oregon. They will attend the Province meeting of their chapter in Portland May 31 and June 1.

Keiffer Deming and Ralph Diplov leave Saturday for Avery, Idaho, to enter the Government Corpo.

Shervey’s, the teaching force of the Potlatch high school.

Students have received and are now busy sending their commencement invitations.

Sale on shirts at The Hub.

Is your face tender? Let Russell shake you and you will have no trouble at all with it.

Men’s hats can be had here for less. The regular 45.00—hat for only $2.25. Why pay more? Come to the Hub and get one.

IT PAYS TO TRADE AT Creighton's MOSCOW'S BEST STORE.

CAREY'S MUSIC STORE SHEET MUSIC MUSICAL SUPPLIES PIANOS ON EASY TERMS

J. E. MUGGETT & SON--FUEL, FEED AND FLOUR-- Students' Orders Given Special Attention Phone 196 Care. 6th and Main

Sterner Studio Portraits & Mouldings Special Rates to Students

FOR Graduation Presents and Gift Books, see Shervey's

THE SHOE MAKER

Next Door to Sterner's

The quality of our goods is unsurpassable.

VISIT

CHILDERS BROS.

Hot Drinks Ice Cream Sandwiches Candy

For years The regular 45.00—hat for only $2.25. Why pay more? Come to the Hub and get one.
SENIOR RECITALS

Juniors Also. Juniors Wednesday Evening, Seniors Saturday Eve. Y. M. C. A. Hall
JUNIOR PIANO-FORTE RECITAL
By Misses Jessie Corran, Genelle Hague and Ross Strohbehn. Class of J. Francis Maguire. At the Y. M. C. A. Hall, Wednesday evening, May 25, 1915, 7:45 p. m.

PIANO—McrDowell—Enide de Concert F shop
Ross Strohbehn

PIANO—Godel—Venetian Barcarolle
Jessie Corran

PIANO—Braren—Leontine (for two pianos)
Genelle Hague

PIANO—Debussy—Ariettes
Jessie Corran

PIANO—Debussy—Ariettes
Genelle Hague

PIANO—Debussy
Genelle Hague

PIANO—Debussy
Ross Strohbehn

SENIOR PIANO-FORTE RECITAL
By Misses Corinne Stephenson and Mattie Hoot. Class of J. Francis Maguire. Assisted by Misses Maude Gregory and Mary Petenia.
At the Y. M. C. A. Hall Saturday evening, June 1, 1915, 7:45 p. m.

PIANO—Mozart—Fantastic minor
Soribias—Nocturne for the left hand alone
Schmit—Carnival Mignon
McDowell—The Eagle
Garruto Stephenson
Vocal—Millenberg—The Violet
Mary Petenia

PIANO—Chopin—Sonata B flat
Minor
Liszt—Carstens Amour
Chopin—Enide Op. 10 to 12
Mattie Hoot

Reading—Shakespeare—'Balcony Scene' from Romeo and Juliet
Misses Gregory and Petenia

Two Pianos—

Instructional:

New Bulletins.
Among the new bulletins being gotten out this spring for the University is No. 4 of Vol. VIII, "A Circular of Information regarding Admission and Expenses" at the University. The bulletin handles the matter lucidly even to small details and will prove a valuable help to many prospective students. Get one.

AT ASSEMBLY.
An interesting and instructive address was delivered at Assembly Wednesday by Professor Wilbur of the law School. Dr. Wilbur dealt with the various problems that are confronting the lawyers today with their possible solutions.

"AS YOU LIKE IT"

Comes Friday at S:00 p. m. Costumes Cost $8.37. Bruin Two-Bits.

After several weeks of rehearsals the English Club will produce Shakespeare's "As You Like It," in the Campus as the climax of its dramatic work for the year. The cast was selected by the try-out system, which plan will be followed hereafter, and an efficient group of players has been chosen. Miss B. N. Dineske of Boise, who has the part of Rosalind, has had high school experience in dramatics, having played lead in "Tut Rivals," and other plays. Laura Whitwell, who has taken the part of Lois Rowley, who left college this spring, is a trained reader and is showing remarkable adaptability for the part of Celia. Bissett Davis has had experience in college plays before. He takes the important role of Touchstone. Charlotte Tuttie played lead in the Klopstockian. Margaret Allen was also in the cast of the Klopstockian. Bert Woodbridge at the last moment has accepted the part of Silvio for which Mark Anderson was trained, the latter leaving college early. Woodbridge had a prominent part in "Billy."

The rest of the student cast had had no experience in college dramatics with the exception of Far Robinson, who had a part in "Billy," but they made a very good showing at the tryout and are interpreting their roles with interest and ability.

Mr. Lehman, who will play the role of Orlando, has been seen in Moscow in the part of Saraboff in "Arms and the Man" and, has had much experience in Harvard dramatics.

One of the pleasing features of the production will be the rendition of the songs which Shakespeare wrote for the original play. Prof. Sterer is training the singers.

The play will be presented on the campus near East Hall, where special lighting and seating arrangements will be needed.

In order to attract the expenses of the production an admission of twenty-five cents will be made.

CAMPUS DAY.
('Compiled from page 17"
1:15 p.m.
Concert by Cedric Band.
2:15 p.m.
Concert by Orchestra and University Glee Clubs, balcony of Ridesbaugh hall. Direction of Prof. F. H. Collins and Prof. E. H. Stere.
3:45 p.m.
Production of Shakespeare's "AS YOU LIKE IT" by English Club on the Campus.

"Torts" Harris, of the Law Department, has been elected senior class orator for Campus Day.

All can’t be Seniors
So for the Commencement Ceremonies and Festivities just plain Civilian Clothes will have to do.

SPRING SUITS
Handsome Fabrics and New Models
$15.00 to $27.50

“L” System Sargins, $22.50

David & Ely Co., Ltd.

"THE COLLEGE STORE"

There'll Be a Man on Hand to attend to you at once when you come here to show you the
Exclusive Cloths from which we Make our Clothing
To show you the different models that fashion has approved.
To take your measure accurately for the suit you will surely order if smartness and distinction of apparel appeal to you.

“The Men's Shop”

HAYNES-WHITE CO.

Next door north of Orpheum Theatre. Phone 197